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An electrical current that flows across individual atoms or molecules can generate exotic quantum-based be-
havior, from memristive effects to Coulomb blockade and the promotion of quantum excited states. These
fundamental effects typically appear one at a time in model junctions built using atomic tip or lateral tech-
niques. So far, however, a viable industrial pathway for such discrete state devices has been lacking. Here,
we demonstrate that a commercialized device platform can serve as this industrial pathway for quantum
technologies. We have studied magnetic tunnel junctions with a MgO barrier containing C atoms. The
paramagnetic localized electrons due to individual C atoms generate parallel nanotransport paths across the
micronic deviceas deduced from magnetotransport experiments. Coulomb blockade effects linked to tunnelling
magnetoresistance peaks can be electrically controlled, leading to a persistent memory effect. Our results po-
sition MgO tunneling spintronics as a promising platform to industrially implement quantum technologies.

Research on model atomic and molecular junc-
tions has strongly progressed in the last two decades
thanks to atomic tip and lateral junction building
techniques. These technological advancements have
helped reveal intriguing transport mechanisms, such
as Coulomb blockade inside single-atom transistors1,
Coulomb drag and co-tunneling effects in capacitively
coupled quantum dots2, Franck-Condon blockade within
carbon nanotubes3, spin-phonon coupling in single-
molecule magnets4, Kondo effect with spin-oriented
molecules5, memristance and hysteresis linked to resistive
switching6,7 and strong current fluctuations caused by
vibrational coupling and structural changes8. More re-
cently, quantum phenomena involving internal coherence
and superposition have been reported, such as phonon
interference9, quantum interference and decoherence10.

If ferromagnetic electrodes are used to establish a
fixed spin referential, then the resulting spintronic device
can better exploit the electron spin to encode quantum
information11 or harvest thermal energy using discrete
spin states12,13. While molecules offer elegant means
of inserting discrete electronic states within a device,
molecular spintronic strategies are still far from indus-
trial deployment11,14.

Finally, much research has focused on transposing
robust state changes to a junction’s spintronic re-
sponse from more exotic barriers such as SrTiO3

15 to
the most widely developed industrial spintronic plat-
form: the FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB magnetic tunnel junction
(MTJ), with applications ranging from next-generation

a)Electronic mail: mathieu.lamblin@ipcms.unistra.fr

memories16 and neuromorphic computing17 to agile mi-
crowave emitters and artificial energy harvesting18.

In this paper, we demonstrate several of the aforemen-
tioned quantum effects using the industrialization vector
that is MgO tunnelling spintronics. Prior literature on
MgO tunnelling indicates that structural defects can gen-
erate localized states within the tunnel barrier19–23. The
tunnel barrier’s oxygen vacancies generate discrete elec-
tronic states that we have identified23 and controlled24 in
our MgO junctions. These oxygen vacancies are diamag-
netic. To achieve discrete, unpaired electron spin states,
we introduce carbon atoms onto these oxygen vacancies12
(see Methods).

We observe that microscale MTJs with C atoms in the
MgO barrier can exhibit noise and two/multi-level states
of electrical transport (see Methods for technological pro-
cessing). We now present evidence that the C-borne spin
states can be electrically manipulated to encode informa-
tion. The cyclical IV traces of junction G10 in Fig. 1(a)
show two current branches that are linked through events
E− and E+. Between these two events, the ON branch
is represented in black while the OFF branch is in red.
In Fig. 1(b) the corresponding set of differential conduc-
tance (dI/dV ) is represented. We witness the presence
of two conductance peaks at bias positions that depend
on the direction of the voltage sweep. In the ON branch,
they manifest around V = V ON

+ and V = V ON
− , and

they are shifted by ∆W ≈ 70 mV compared with the
OFF branch. As discussed in SI Note 4, the constant
voltage gap ∆CG = 300 mV between the pair of conduc-
tance peaks can be tracked across several other states of
the junction G10. Within this voltage gap, we observe
an exponential increase in junction current. We therefore
propose that these conductance peaks correspond to the
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Figure 1. Memristive Coulomb blockade at the atomic level. (a) IV and (b) differential conductance dI/dV data at
T = 10 K on junction G10. The E+ and E− writing events cause a shift ∆W = 73 mV in the otherwise constant energy gap
∆CG = 310 mV between conductance peaks. Transport noise due to interference with an environmental atom are shown using
semi-transparent datapoints (c-f) dI/dV data upon sweeping bias to test the interplay between the presence of the Coulomb
blockade peak and the writing events E− and E+. The black data labeled 1 code for the initial branch state of the junction,
then the sweep direction is inverted and the return branch is represented in red and labeled 2. The blue cross in panel (e)
pinpoint the bias and junction state in which the data of Fig. 2(a) was acquired. (g) Magnetoresistance traces at V= - 50mV
in the ON/OFF junction states. (h) Model of a memristive Coulomb blockade involving at least one atom in the transport
path, and at least one ’environmental’ atom that is capacitively linked to the transport atom but doesn’t participate directly
in electronic transport across the junction. The various operations of the memristive cycle, showing how charging/discharging
the environmental atom controls the energy levels of the transport atom, are shown.
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edges of the Coulomb blockade regime across the MgO
MTJ thanks to electronic states of C atoms in the MgO
barrier. We also propose that the shift in the energy
position of the Coulomb gap be the result of charging
on ’environmental’ C atoms that do not participate in
transport. This is supported in Fig. 1(a) by the presence
of noisy regions EA1 and EA2 (semi-transparent data-
points). Indeed, the spectral position and width of these
regions do not correspond to Coulomb blockade peaks in
the present dataset, but rather in other datasets acquired
on the same junction but with different ’transport’ and
’environmental’ attributions of the C atoms. See SI Note
4 for details.

To obtain atomic insight into the nanojunction’s nan-
otransport path, we use ∆CG = 300 mV as a lower bound
for the Coulomb gap of the ’transport’ quantum dot gen-
erated by the carbon atoms. Using an appropriate capac-
itance model, this allows us to estimate a 0.2 nm radius
for the transport quantum dot (see SI Note 5), i.e. ap-
proximately one monolayer of MgO. This large Coulomb
gap thus indicates that transport is proceeding across the
electronic states of an individual carbon atom. Further-
more, if the voltage shift ∆W ≈ 70 mV between junction
states corresponds to changing the environmental atom’s
charge by 1 electron, then we infer that it is positioned at
twice the radius away from the ’transport’ C atom (see
SI Note 5).

The nanotransport path thus consists of at least one C
atom, which is capacitively coupled to a nearby ’environ-
mental’ C atom. Our survey of Coulomb blockade peaks
(see SI Note 4) suggests that several C atoms can be in
the transport path, and that a given atom may switch
between ’transport’ and ’environmental’ roles depending
on the atomic-level configuration of the nanotransport at
each junction cooldown.

To prove that events E− and E+ indeed code the shift
of the Coulomb blockade peaks, we present in panels (c)-
(f) of Fig. 1 the dI/dV traces from different IV paths in
which we revert the voltage sweep direction just before
and just after the events E− and E+. For each panel,
the initial state of the junction is coded as ’1’, the color
black and the arrow pointing towards the sweep direction.
Once the sweep is inverted, the return state is presented
in red and coded by the number 2. In panel (c), when in
the ON state and starting at a low bias value, if the bias is
increased so as to sweep through the Coulomb blockade
peak (black data) but remain below the E+ event, the
return sweep (red data) reproduces the Coulomb block-
ade peak. In this scenario, if the E+ event is reached,
then the return trace shows no Coulomb blockade peak
so the junction has switched to the OFF state and the
peak encoding information has been erased (panel (d)).
Similarly, when in the ON state and the branch 1 sweeps
from above the Coulomb blockade peak without reach-
ing the E− event, the peak readout is unchanged (panel
(f)). Panel (e) however shows how, starting from the
OFF state, reaching event E− causes the junction to re-
vert to the ON state, characterized by the bit coded by

the Coulomb blockade peak, which shows that the event
E− indeed corresponds to the writing.

Given the low electric field amplitude and the ionic
nature of MgO, an explanation of events E− and E+

in terms of electromigration of oxygen vacancies is very
unlikely25. Indeed, the ionic bonding of the MgO lattice
makes it difficult for oxygen vacancies and other on-site
defects to move within the crystal structure at room tem-
perature and below26. Therefore, the observed resistive
switching cannot be attributed to the migration of O2−

ions as this is frequently the case in other oxides such as
NiO27. It is possible, however, that an electromigration
scenario be more favorable if the oxygen vacancies are
filled26 as is the case here.

Nevertheless, analogous hysteretic behavior induced
by conductance jumps have been reported in molec-
ular junctions28–30 and scanning tunneling microscopy
experiments31–34 but we now have showed that this phe-
nomenon can also be observed in standard oxide-based
junctions. The abrupt switching between two conduc-
tance branches results from a charging mechanism sim-
ilar to the effect reported by Wu et al.31. Their results
corroborate very well with our description featuring at
least one control ’environmental’ atom, whose charge can
be directly tuned by the voltage, which in return capac-
itively influences the energy landscape of the ’transport’
atom, as a gate voltage would control the current flow in
single-electron transistors. In chemical words, the oxida-
tion or reduction of the trapped C atom acting as the con-
trol quantum dot changes the nanotransport path taken
by the electrons, which translates into different intensity
branches.

We present in Fig. 1(h) the schematic of a two-atom
model that can explain this memristive Coulomb block-
age behavior. We consider two quantum dots: the up-
per one is the ’transport’ quantum dot (TQD) and is
connected to both leads, while the lower one is ’environ-
mental’ or ’control’ quantum dot (EQD) and is connected
only to the left lead. Both quantum dots are capacitively
coupled together.

Starting at V = 0 in the OFF branch, the lower lying
levels of the TDQ are filled, the upper lying are empty,
and the single level of the EQD is empty (see Fig. 1(h)1).
By increasing the voltage, a first conductance peak is seen
on the dI/dV plot around V = V ON

+ which corresponds
to the upper edge of the Coulomb blockade region. The
potential of the left lead is approaching the upper level of
the TDQ, allowing for the start of sequential tunneling
(see Fig. 1(h)2). By increasing the voltage to V = E+,
the potential of the left electrode aligns with the level of
the EQD. A single electron can thus jump from the elec-
trode to this level, which has the effect of lifting up the
levels of both QDs in a first round. The upper lying levels
of the TQD are now above the potential, while the lower
levels rise between the potential window offered by the
electrodes (see Fig. 1(h)3). During a second round, after
equilibration, the electrons tunnel out of the TQD higher
levels and sequential tunneling starts through the lower

bowen
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levels. The new dynamic filling of the energy levels of the
TQD act capacitively in return on the EQD, which has
the effect of lowering its level (see Fig. 1(h)4). Therefore,
this capacitive back action traps the electron that filled
the EQD level, preventing it from jumping back into the
electrode. A conductance jump from the ON branch to
the OFF branch is thus observed in this case and we can
see that the potential will have to decrease to negative
values in order to remove this trapped electron and revert
back to the ON state.

From this unstable state in Fig. 1(h)3, the system can
either go back to configuration 2 if the reverse jump
process happens, or it can switch to the next transport
regime if the filling of the transport atom changes because
of this capacitive interaction. Hence, there is a small bias
window in which the system can eventually fluctuate be-
tween two states before it stabilizes when the electron/-
dot on the environmental atom gets trapped as a result
of a favorable capacitive coupling. The intensity of the
fluctuation is driven by the ratio between the hopping
frequencies of the environmental dot by the transport
dot. If the jump frequency of the tunnelling processes on
the TQD is much higher than that on the EQD, then the
equilibration of the TQD will happen before any reverse
jump can occur on the EQD, resulting in a single branch
jump.

If the voltage is now decreased, another conductance
peak is observed around V = V OFF

+ which corresponds
this time to the end of sequential tunneling through the
lower lying level of the TQD (see Fig. 1(h)5). Going back
to V = 0, the Coulomb blockade region is recovered but
the levels of the TDQ are now arranged differently be-
cause of the presence of the electron in the EQD level
(see Fig. 1(h)6). When the bias is decreased to nega-
tive values, sequential tunneling can start again through
the lower levels of the TDQ around V = V OFF

− (see
Fig. 1(h)7). Approaching V = E−, the potential of the
left electrode now aligns again with the EQD level, allow-
ing for the trapped electron to jump back into the lead.
This change of charge borne by the EQD lowers the levels
of QDs. Similarly, the upper levels are now located inside
the potential window, while the lower levels are shifted
below the potential of both electrodes, so they must be
filled to reach equilibrium (see Fig. 1(h)8). This triggers
a second round of effects where sequential tunneling now
goes through the upper lying levels, while the lower lying
levels stay filled. This change of electronic environment
of the TQD acts again capacitively on the EQD, lifting
up the energy level (see Fig. 1(h)9). The removing of the
trapped electron thus triggers a branch jump from the
OFF branch back to the ON branch. By increasing the
potential, a final conductance peak is observed around
V = V ON

− which corresponds to the end of sequential
tunneling through the upper lying level of the TQD (see
Fig. 1(h)10). The cycle is completed at V = 0 where
the junction has indeed returned to the ON branch (see
Fig. 1(h)1).

Close to V = E−, we notice that several branch jumps

between the ON and OFF branches can occur. This be-
haviour is qualitatively expected by our schematics which
can describe several jumps at this potential, resulting
from multiple electron processes but the precise mech-
anisms that triggers these transitions remain to be de-
tailed. We infer that at this special bias, the position
of the energy levels is such that cotunneling phenom-
ena mediated by phonons can trigger an avalanche of
electrons which will momentarily fill the energy levels of
the TQD, thereby lowering the level of the EQD, which
would allow for an electron to fill it by tunneling from
the left lead. This would make a jump back to the OFF
branch momentarily possible, leading back to the situa-
tion in Fig. 1(h)8. The hysteretic nature of this phonon
catalysis would allow for these multiple jumps only in the
forward path but not during the reverse path. Indeed, ac-
cording to polaron dynamics35,36, a population inversion
between two phononic minima occurring around V = E−
would change the interaction between the electrons and
the phonons such that the phonons would favorably be
in a higher potential well allowing for the reverse jump
during the forward sweep, but they would be in the lower
well during the reverse sweep, thus stabilizing the device
in the OFF state. We point out that this hysteretic pop-
ulation change of the phonons could be linked to a struc-
tural rearrangement of the surroundings of the C atoms,
notably in the angles of its bondings with the leads and
the other species involved in transport34,37. We also note
that, depending on the position of the energy levels of
the transport quantum dots relative to the environmen-
tal quantum dot, the events E− or E− may or may not
occur around a conductance peak. A situation where the
jump at E+ occurs inside the Coulomb blockade region
is presented in Fig. 1(d) and in SI Fig.S4. We described
the situation of Fig. 1(b), but we can easily convince our-
selves that if we place the upper levels of the TQD below
the empty level of the EQD in the ON state, the potential
of the left electrodes would address the level of the EQD
around V = E− before reaching the edge of the Coulomb
blockade region.

The discrete energy levels of the transport and envi-
ronmental quantum dots give rise to quantum transport
interference effects. We present in Fig. 2(a) the tempera-
ture dependence of the resistance R measured on junction
G10 at V = −170 mV. As seen in Fig. 1(c), the junction
is bistable at 10 K at this bias. Upon cooling down from
140K, the current broadens into two branches ON and
OFF, with intermediate spectral weight of low intensity
(MID branch). Further evidence of these regimes appears
in SI Note 7. Since temperature alone can promote a
dominant transport branch, we conclude that electron-
phonon interactions, i.e. vibrons, also be involved in the
quantum interference transport here, in line with prior
literature35,38–40.

We use bias-dependent current statistics to observe
transport branches due to quantum interference. We be-
gin by plotting in Fig. 2(b) differential conductance data
in the P magnetic state of junction C5 at T = 10 K. On
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Figure 2. Quantum transport interference between in-
dividual carbon atoms. (a) Intensity as function of tem-
perature at -2000 Oe and -170 mV. (c) Differential conduc-
tance of junction C5 at 10 K for the P magnetic state. (d)
Color map of the statistic weight of the current deviation from
the mean current as a function of applied bias of junction C5.
The junction P magnetic state was used. At each bias value,
1000 current measurements were acquired. Datasets at select
voltage values are shown in panel (b).

the log scale, we observe sizeable increases in conduc-
tance, and the clear appearance of noise for V < −0.4 V
and for V > 0.3 V. Within −0.6 < V (V) < +0.6, after
setting the dc applied bias, we measured the current 1000
times. The statistics of a given current deviation from the
mean current as a function of applied bias are plotted in
panel (c). Within |V | < 0.2 V, the current remains es-
sentially stable along the OFF branch. For |V | > 0.2 V,
the transition to the MID state can appear. This is espe-
cially visible within 0.2 < V (V) < 0.4. While the OFF
branch shifts to values below the mean, the MID branch
collapses into the dominant branch around V = 0.4 V. A
higher resolution map of this region is shown in SI Note
1. For V > 0.4 V, this branch splits into two branches
labelled ON and OFF. A similar branching is seen for
V < −0.4 V. Erratically, each of these two branches can
split into two subbranches, for a total of four branches
(see Fig. 2(d)). The noise in conductance thus arises from
transport interference between these branches which are
visualized by our current statistics.

Overall, these experimental findings support a picture
of vibron-mediated co-tunnelling and/or Coulomb drag
between nanotransport paths2 due to blockade effects
such as Franck-Condon blockade38. According to the the-
ory of out-of-equilibrium polaron dynamics35,36, trans-

port through an impurity with discrete energy levels such
as a quantum dot or a molecular orbital which is strongly
coupled to a vibrational degree of freedom and tunnel
coupled to two leads explains the observed multi-stability
of different states and the telegraphic switching between
the different intensity branches. The voltage acts as an
effective temperature and a force modulating the poten-
tial of the oscillator. Around specific voltage biases, the
effective vibron energy potential landscape develops sev-
eral minima, and thus promotes metastability between
different occupation states. Two scenario are possible.
1) Thermally activated switching between different in-
tensity branches related to each of the well separated po-
tential minima can occur7. 2) Large fluctuations around
a single intensity branch occur when at least two min-
ima are close enough so that the quasi-degenerate states
they encode trigger an interference effect41,42. In this lat-
ter case, intermediate states outside the well minima are
measured.

Figure 3. Spintronic impact of Coulomb blockade along
transport branches. a) Current-voltage characteristic for
the P and AP junction states, and (b) the resulting dI/dV
differential conductance. c) Voltage shift between the P and
AP conductance data (see Methods for details). d) Bias de-
pendence of the TMR from calculated from a). Blue crosses
indicate TMR amplitudes obtained from I(H) experiments.

The memristive behavior of of the Coulomb blockade
peak due to environmental charging represents one level
of information encoding. Repeated testing indicates a
write success rate of at least 81% (see SI Note 3). The
MTJ’s two ferromagnetic leads enable us to examine
how the spin polarization of the charge current impacts
the atom-level memristive Coulomb blockade effect and
quantum interference effects. To experimentally obtain
spintronic contrast in our data, we examine the impact on
transport of switching the orientation of electrode mag-
netization from parallel (P) to antiparallel (AP). The
tunnel magnetoresistance TMR = IP

IAP−1 characterizes
to what extent the two spin channels of current flowing
across the device are asymmetric. Within the widely used
Julliere model43, this asymmetry arises from the spin-
polarized densities of states of the ferromagnetic elec-
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trodes, and was extended to effectively encompass the
filtering of electronic symmetries with majority spin po-
larization during solid-state tunnelling across MgO44,45.

We plot in Fig. 3(a) the IV in the MTJ’s P and AP
states at T = 10 K. Both exhibit a series of plateaus
and increases that are absent in junctions without C
atoms21–23. The corresponding differential conductance
(dI/dV ) data (see panel (b)) reveals a series of peaks.
While the P and AP datasets share similar traits, the
AP plot appears to shift to higher bias as the onset of
each conductance increase is reached. This is confirmed
through an analysis of the correlated shift between the
two datasets in Fig. 3(c) (see Methods).

In our MgO MTJs without C21, we observe TMR
≈ 200 % at 10 K around V = 0, and a mostly monotonous
TMR decreasing with increasing |V |. When C atoms are
introduced into MgO, we observe only a few % TMR
around V = 0. Instead, due to the shift in AP con-
ductance to higher bias with each succeeding conduc-
tance peak, the TMR bias dependence closely mimicks
the junction conductance (compare panels (c) and (d) of
Fig. 3). This highly structured TMR bias dependence
is confirmed through discrete I(H) datasets at fixed V
(crosses in Fig. 3(d)). We observe local TMR maxima
precisely on the conductance peaks, with an absolute
maximum of 15%.

To discuss the impact on spintronics of the memris-
tive Coulomb blockade effect, we present I(H) data in
Fig. 1(g) in both the ON and off state of the junction,
taken at V = −50 mV; i.e. precisely at the bias value
corresponding to the memristive Coulomb blockade peak
shown in panels (c-e) of Fig. 1. We observe that IP in-
creases and that IP -IAP is multiplied by 7, so that the
TMR increases from 0.5% in the OFF state to 3.7% in
the ON state due to the Coulomb blockade peak. Within
the paradigm of MgO tunnelling spintronics46, this sug-
gests that the Coulomb blockade peak effectively opens
an additional transport channel with dominant majority
spin carriers.

According to the theoretical work of Płomińska and
Weymann47, the similar set of bias-dependent conduc-
tance peaks in the MTJ’s P and AP states, leading to a
similar TMR trace, is the signature of a special kind of
Coulomb blockade effect named Pauli Spin blockade48–50.
As the electronic level of the carbon transport atom is
reached with applied bias, sequential tunneling is sup-
pressed while co-tunnelling mechanisms become dom-
inant and modify the spin state (and eventually the
charge12) of the paramagnetic C atom, as a form of
spintronic anisotropy51–53. With increasing voltage, the
FeCoB/MgO tunnelling-induced accumulation of mostly
spin up carriers lifts degeneracy of the spin states. This
effectively lowers the spin up state relative to the spin
down state. This spin splitting differs between the MTJ’s
P and AP states due to different energy alignments of the
C electronic levels12,47. This effect is also modeled by our
schematic in Fig 1(h) which features this spin splitting.
Indeed, we witness that in the P state of the the elec-

trodes presented in this figure, the potential of the elec-
trodes will align with the split spin energy levels of the
transport quantum dot at lower absolute bias than in the
AP state, which would result in a voltage shift between
the onsets of the conductance peaks leading to a positive
TMR. SI Notes 1 and 4 provide additional evidence of
this effect.

The conductance shift of Fig.3(c) is thus an experi-
mental manifestation of spin accumulation. Spin accu-
mulation also explains the shift in quantum interference
data and the spin polarization of the transport branch
therein (see SI Note 2). It also explains why the TMR
bias dependence tracks that of junction conductance (see
Fig. 3(d)), as well as the huge increase in IP -IAP due
to the memristive Coulomb peak (see Fig. 1(g)) leading
to the seven-fold TMR enhancement. The best agree-
ment between the results of Płomińska and Weymann47

and our experimental datasets is that of ’parallel’ or ’T-
shaped’ electronic transport across spin states, rather
than the other series scenario proposed. This supports
the atomic description of the effective nanotransport path
across our microscale MTJs.

To conclude, inserting C atoms into ultrathin MgO
layers generates localized paramagnetic12 states. Experi-
ments on micronic FeCoB/MgO/FeCoB magnetic tunnel
junctions, which are crafted using straightforward tech-
nological processes, show that the effective nanotrans-
port path22 involves individual C atoms. Their dis-
crete energy levels promote Coulomb blockade effects
that can be reproducibly shifted in energy by charging
events on neighboring C atoms. The tunnel coupling be-
tween these transport and environmental carbon atoms
promotes quantum interference effects. Spin-polarized
transport induces spin accumulation that lifts the spin
degeneracy of the unpaired C electron in MgO. This leads
to a voltage shift in Coulomb peaks and quantum inter-
ference effects between the datasets in the MTJ’s P and
AP magnetic states. Spin accumulation also accounts
for the huge enhancement of the spintronic performance
when a Coulomb peak is memristively controlled. We
thus demonstrate how to use both the electron charge
and spin to encode information on an individual para-
magnetic atom in a solid-state, industrializable device.
These results showcase MgO tunnelling spintronics as a
promising industrial platform for quantum technologies
at potentially practical temperatures, to deploy quantum
transport effects that are normally only seen in model
junctions. One track to achieve these effects at room tem-
perature will be to engineer the impedances that electron-
ically link the transport and environmental atoms to the
magnetic tunnel junction electrodes. Final applications
of quantum spintronics not only encompass information
encoding11, but also energy harvesting12,13 vectors.

Methods Glass//Ta(5)/Co(10)/IrMn(7.5)/CoFeB(4)
/MgO(0.9)/C(0.6)MgO(1.7)/CoFeB(3)/Ta(2)/Pt(1)
samples (all thicknesses in nm) were sputter-grown on
Corning 1737 glass substrates54. Stacks were post-
annealed in an in-plane magnetic field of 200 Oe for
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one hour at a temperature Ta of 200 °C to magnetically
pin the lower electrode thanks to the IrMn antifer-
romagnetic layer. Samples were then processed by
optical lithography55 into 20 µm-diameter MTJs, and
measured on a variable-temperature magnetotransport
bench. 54 junctions were tested on these samples, 35
of them were either metallic of open circuit. Among
the other 19 interesting junctions, all the reported
effects have been observed in several of them. 8 of them
presented memristive properties with branch jumps and
conductance peaks, among which at least 3 presented
magnetomemristive properties correlating with the
conductance, while 7 of them presented jumps and
noisy behaviors typical of interferences between several
nanotransport paths (see SI Note 6).
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Supplementary Information 

 

 

Note 1: Current plume of quantum interference 

 

Suppl. Fig. S1: Zoom on the plume of quantum interference. Bias dependence of the frequency  of the 

deviation from the mean current. Data at T = 10K in the MTJ’s P (top) and AP (bottom) states is shown. 

Nanojunction C5 was used. Statistics are obtained on 800 points at each bias value. 

We present in Suppl . Fig. S1 a high resolution dataset of the current distribution plume reported in Fig. 

3 of the main text for the junction’s P and AP states. We observe a positive 33mV bias shift of the AP 

dataset due to spin accumulation (see main text). 

For each bias voltage we measured 800 times the junction current. The mean current is calculated and 

subtracted for all points inside the dataset, and finally an histogram is computed with a bin size of 1nA. 

The result of the histogram is represented on the  Suppl . Fig. S1 by a vertical line of dots at the 

corresponding voltage bias, the color of a dot representing the number of counts in every bins of the 

histogram. 
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Suppl. Fig. S2: Spintronic contrast in the plume of quantum interference. (Top) Same data as in Suppl. 

Fig S. 1, but with a +33mV shift in the P data. (Bottom) Difference P-AP of the datasets of the top panel. 

The round dots below the lower branch represent an average of the lower branch difference data. They 

are centered around the range considered. These points are all blue-leaning: the lower branch is more 

strongly weighed in the MTJ’s AP state.  

To distinguish spintronic contrast, we overlap the datasets by manually removing the shift (see Fig. S2a). 

We note that the OFF branch (lower branch) overlaps rather well. On the other hand, the ON branch 

(upper branch) exhibits a different deviation from mean current in the MTJ’s P and AP states. We 

attribute this differing deviation to a slight change in the effective potential landscape due to spin-

polarized hybridization between the electrodes and the localized paramagnetic barrier states. 

To further examine spintronic contrast, we then consider the difference P-AP between the datasets. The 

results are plotted in the bottom panel of Suppl. Fig. S2. We observe that the difference is very 

pronounced for the OFF branch. To confirm this trend, we’re integrated this difference over several bias 

ranges. The position of the resulting round dots below the OFF branch represents the center of the 

range, while the color code shows the averaged result. Over the seven bias ranges considered, all 

averages of the OFF branch reveal that the OFF branch is more prevalent in the MTJ’s AP state. We infer 

that the transport path responsible for the OFF branch is spin-polarized. 
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Note 2: Spin accumulation at negative bias 

 

Suppl. Fig. S3: Spin accumulation on the sharpest Coulomb blockade peak found at V<0. Bias 

dependence of differential conductance dI/dV at T= 10K on junction G10 in the MTJ’s P (black) and AP 

(red) states. the AP data in green was bias-shifted by +0.35mV. This shift enables a qualitatively good 

overlap of the conductance peak with that seen in the P data. Inset: Overview of the conductance peak in 

the MTJ’s P state, and the bias-shifted AP data.  

In the main text, we present evidence at V>0 of a shift to higher bias values of the Coulomb blockade 

peaks when the MTJ’s magnetic state is switched from P to AP. We now consider the case of V<0, and 

focus on the Coulomb blockade peak shown in Suppl. Fig. S3. Its presence can also be switched on/off 

thanks to writing events E+ and E-, leading to different values of TMR at that bias position (see Fig. 2 of 

the main text). The data of Suppl. Fig. S3 is acquired within -100 < V (mV) < 0, i.e. below the writing 

events E- and E+ (see inset). An excellent overlap between the P and AP data is seen for bias value below 

the peak. However, as the peak onset is reached, a bias shift is clearly seen. The very close agreement in 

the data for the forward and reverse scans underscores that the shift is not the result of trivial 

charging/heating effects. To qualitatively estimate the small bias shift between the P and AP data, we 

manually shift the AP data. A reasonable fit is found for a bias shift of 0.35mV. 
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Note 3: Statistics on the memristive effect 

 

Suppl. Fig. S4: Overview of the memristive Coulomb diamond shift. (left) Differential conductance dI/dV 

vs. bias voltage on junction G10 at 10K. Successive data branches are shifted by 2S. The E+ and E- 

writing events cause a shift DW=73mV in the constant Coulomb gap DCG=310mV. (Right) Proposed energy 

diagram of the readout QD in the two E- and E+ states. The justification is provided in the discussion to 

Suppl. Fig. S8. 

 

In the main text, we discuss how current jumps can displace the bias position of pairs of peaks 

associated with the Coulomb blockade diamond. In this note, we consider the statistics of this electric 

field-induced shift in the Coulomb diamond. To do so, we first plot an overview of the memristive 

Coulomb blockade effect in Suppl. Fig. S4. We observe that successive forward and reverse branches 

reveal a set of two conductance peaks separated by the same DCG = 310mV. The E+ and E- writing events 

cause a shift DW=73mV in this pair of conductance peaks.  
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Suppl. Fig. S5: Protocol to test junction state writing. (a) Examples of IV traces showing E- write events 

that are (top) apparent, with 1 write peak observed, and (bottom) not apparent, i.e. with no write peak 

observed. (b) Corresponding readouts, with (top) confirmation and (bottom) information that the E- 

event-driven junction state was written. 

 To obtain statistical data on the ability to write a junction state, we undertook 1357 measurements on 

junction C5 at 10K. Examples of the write and read protocols are show in Fig. S.5. In general, attempting 

to activate the E- write event at negative bias generates a 81% success rate in the readout at positive 

bias. As we explain later, this success rate would likely increase if the maximum voltage of the writing IV 

protocol had been increased. 

 

 

Suppl. Fig. S6: Statistics on the success and failure to write the junction state. The repeated protocol 

shown in SI Fig. S5 was used. The statistics are shown as a function of the number of current jumps 

during the Write current sweep. 
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Referring to Suppl. Fig. S6, we note that the failure to write event E- in the MTJ’s P state occurs mostly 

for one current jump, whereas it is spread over 0-2 jumps for the AP state. There are many AP write 

attempts without a current jump. Furthermore, for both P and AP MTJ states, cases with an odd number 

of current jumps dominate even cases. 

Current Jump 
sequence (1st … Last) 

Write Failed: 
# events 

Write 
OK: # 
events 

Write 
Success (%) 

PN 57 93 62 

PNPN 14 20 59 

PNPNPN 2 2 50 

P 88 548 86 

PNP 32 271 89 

PNPNP 5 43 90 

PNPNPNP 1 4 80 

No jump 39 37 49 

Suppl. Table S1: Statistics of write success/failure according to the sequence of absolute current 

increase (P) and decrease (N). 

To obtain more insight, we examine the sign of current change and current peak sequences in the entire 

dataset. We observe that: 

- if there is a peak, the first peak is always P. This means that the first current jump is always 

to more negative current values. 

- the sign of succeeding current peaks is always opposite, i.e. there isn’t a single PP or NN 

sequence or subsequence in our entire dataset. 

- an odd number of current jumps (i.e. ending in P) has an overall success rate of 87%. This 

decreases to 61% for an even number of jumps (i.e. ending in N). 
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Suppl. Fig. S7 : Spectroscopy of current jumps.  Bias dependence of the frequency of a current jump 

when the writing event (a) fails and (b) succeeds. (c) Bias dependence of junction conductance when no 

current jump was observed. The average of 60 AP datasets is shown.  

We compare in Suppl. Fig. S7 the bias dependencies of the baseline dI/dV for the junction’s E+ state (i.e. 

without a current jump / conductance peak), and of the current jump event frequency. We observe that 
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almost all current jump events occur within the bias range at which a clear conductance increase is 

observed. We note that the successful write events mimick most closely this dependence/amplitude, 

while the failed current increase events occur mainly near the peak height. Conversely, very few current 

jumps, whether successful or not in promoting the E- writing event, are found within the  - 0.242 < Bias 

(V) < -0.188 range that exhibits transport noise. We conclude that, for this junction state, the E- writing 

event begins with the charging of the transport quantum dot, and not with a charging of the 

environmental quantum dot. 

 

Suppl. Fig. S8: Origin of transport noise prior to E- event. (a) dI/dV traces in E+ state prior to E- event. 

Data with no current peak was chosen. The use of the log scale removes negative jumps. The average of 

60 scans in the AP MTJ state were used. (b) dI/dV in E- state. Arrows indicate the direction of data 

acquisition. 

We plot in Suppl. Fig. S8(a) dI/dV traces before the E- event, for which no current peak occurs. We 

observe an exponential increase in junction conductance starting from V=0, up to the onset of the very 

noisy - 0.242 < Bias (V) < -0.188 range (red line). Assuming that the conductance exponential increase 

were to remain the same across this noise range, we see that the conductance at V = 0.242 V would be 

half that measured (straight red line). We conclude that, in this particular junction state, the quantum 

interference transport between the readout quantum dot and the environmental quantum dot 

generates a net increase in current, i.e. that the environmental QD participates in transport through 

higher-order processes.  

To verify that readout and environmental QDs with a fortuitously same Coulomb gap (see Suppl. Fig. 

S4(a)) are not simply trading roles in the E- and E+ events, we plot in panel (b) the dI/dV trace after a 

successful E- write event. We see that this trace’s conductance peak  does not have a bias range that 

matches that for the noise seen in panel (a). Furthermore, the two spectral features do not have the 
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same bias extent. This suggests that the E- and E+ events do not promote different readout QDs, but 

that the same QD remains as readout, but with an energy landscape that is shifted by the charging of 

the environmental QD (see Suppl. Fig. S4(b)). The bias extent and noise envelope of this environmental 

QD resembles the conductance peak of QD B, but with a +35meV energy shift. 

 

Note 4: Overview of the several Coulomb gaps with evolving junction state and argumentation for 

single-atom ‘transport’ and ‘environmental’ quantum dots 

 

Suppl. Fig. S9: Overview of Coulomb gap energies with evolving junction state. (a) Select dI/dV traces 

for three cooldowns. (b) (top) Endpoints of the Coulomb gap for select datasets deduced from the bias 

spacing of pairs of conductance peaks. (bottom) The resulting Coulomb energy gap of the transport 

atom. Junction G10 was used. The data from four cooldowns was used. 

 

In our datasets, we observe that heating/cooling our FeCoB/MgO/C/MgO/FeCoB junctions, and bias 

cycling, can alter the effective potential landscape inferred at T=10K from the current derivative. To 

illustrate these effects, we focus on junction G10. We plot in Suppl. Fig. S9(a) select dI/dV traces 

obtained after three cooldowns. We have looked for a pattern of pairs of peaks with the same energy 

spacing as thermal and electrical cycling were conducted. This led us to label pairs of peaks and ascribe 

them to the charging of a given C atom. In total we identify at least 3, and as many as 5, atoms involved 

in the device’s electrical response. As described in the main text, these atoms can be in the main 

transport path. In that case, charging the atom generates a conduction peak. Alternately, the atom in 

question can be tunnel coupled to a C atom that is in the transport path, and thus constitutes an 

‘environmental’ atom. Following the deductions of Suppl. Fig. S9 and accompanying text, we assumed 

that energy motion of a pair of peaks was due to changes in the environmental charge felt by the 

transport atom, rather than the reattribution of ‘transport’ and ‘environmental’ roles. This logic is 

supported by the fairly stable energy gap between the paired peaks (see Suppl. Fig. S9(b)). 
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Using this labelling logic, we find for example, for cooldown #9, that pairs of conductance peaks can be 

attributed to the same carbon atom A, and that, in the course of IV cycling, three absolute energy 

positions of its Coulomb gap (see labels A1-, A2-, A3- and A1+, A2+ and A3+ in Suppl. Fig. S9(a)) relative 

to the MTJ electrodes’ Fermi level can be tracked as the environmental charge is varied through write 

events E+ and E- (see main Text). Note how after an E+ writing event the pair of peaks shifts to lower 

absolute bias. The reverse occurs for an E- writing event. This trend in the bias shift was systematically 

observed, when a shift indeed occurred (see SI Note 2).  

We observe additional conductance peaks at higher absolute bias voltage. In the absence of a clear 

trend suggesting additional charging of atom A, we surmise that these peaks correspond to additional 

atoms (C, D…) directly in the transport path. 

Comparing these cooldowns, we observe that the peak of a dI/dV in one cooldown can spectrally 

correspond to noise for another cooldown. The best example is, at V~-190mV, that of peak B- in 

cooldown 2 (black), and of the corresponding noise nB- in cooldown 9 (blue). We infer that atom B is 

present in the transport path in cooldown 2, but becomes an environmental atom in cooldown 9. This 

also explains the absence of peaks B- and B+ in cooldowns 3 and 9. 

We also observe that, in the junction state defined by cooldowns 3 and 9, the writing event E+ occurs 

just as the spectral window B+ corresponding to environmental atom B is reached with increasing 

positive bias around +150 mV. This illustrates the role that the charge state of environmental atom has 

in the junction write process (see main text). 

 

Suppl. Fig. S10: Quantization of the energy shift of the transport atom’s Coulomb gap. Absolute values 

are shown. 

Within the junction state defined by a cooldown, writing events E- and E+ generate an effective bias 

shift that can be quantized. A ~75meV shift was observed on transport atom A during the 1357 tests of 

the E- and E+ event after cooldown 10 (see SI Note 2). A shift of 111meV was observed on atom B in a 
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transport role, However, those junction states promoted only two pairs of peaks. We present in Suppl. 

Fig. S10 the energy shift DW data in junction cooldown 9 arising from the presence of 3 pairs of peaks 

due to transport atom A. Aside from the trivial DW=0 points due to write failure (see SI Note 2), DW 

takes on multiple values of 70-80meV. Here, we make the reasonable assumption that the charge of an 

environmental atom can only change by 1 electron, which implies that several environmental atoms can 

be charged during a write event. 

 

Note 5: Estimation of the impurities sizes and distances 

 Let us approximate the impurity involved in transport as a sphere of radius r, located at a 

distance d from the lower electrode, with interelectrode spacing l. In the far-field limit, the capacitance 

C is given in Ref. 1 and reads: 

  , 

where   is the polygamma function. Using the relation between the capacitance and the charging 

energy ,  we obtain the radius of the impurity 

 

where   with d = 1 nm and l = 3 nm as approximated 

from the experimental design of the stack. Taking ϵ = 9 for the relative permittivity of MgO according to 

Ref. 2, we obtain r = 0.2 nm. This shows that the impurities involved in the transport are of atomic sizes 

and should indeed correspond to single carbon atoms or dimers trapped inside the MgO lattice. 

 Let us now approximate both the transport and environmental quantum dots as two spheres of 

radius r,  separated by a distance d. The capacitance C of the system is approximately given by: 

     

According to the observed shift ΔW =  70 mV which shall be due to the change of charge of one 

environmental quantum dot by a quantum of elementary charge, we should then write: 

 . 

which leads to the distance between the dots: 

  . 
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With r = 0.2 nm as estimated above; we obtain the following approximation: 

  , 

such as d = 0.4 nm. We thus find that the distance between the transport quantum dots and the 

environmental charging species is of the order of the diameter of the dots, so the control dot should be 

a second, third or forth neighboring site of the transport dot in the MgO lattice. This estimation confirms  

that we are indeed observing the interaction of a reduced number of atomic formations closely packed 

inside the MgO barrier which are producing single-electron effects. 

 

Note 6: Other junctions 

 

Suppl. Fig. S11: Magnetotransport experiments on other junctions. (a) Differential Conductance for the 

P (black) and AP (red) states and TMR (blue) plots at 10 K for junction F10. (b) and (c) Intensity-potential 

(black) and differential conductance (red) plots at 10 K and -2000 Oe for junctions B11 and B5 

respectively. 

Magnetoresistive properties have also been measured on several of these junctions, of the same kind as 

G10 and C5 presented in the main text. SI Fig.S11(a) shows that the electrical intensity of the junction 

F10 differs between the P and the AP configurations of the electrodes. This results in an apparent 

magnetoresistance of up to 60% that is maximal around 0. The conductance plot features two singular 

characteristics. First, the V-shaped spike around 0 mV, referred as the Zero-Bias anomaly (ZBA) [3-5], 

may indicate that an impurity state close to the Fermi level is located inside the MgO barrier [6]. This 

ZBA seems more pronounced in the P state than in the AP state as the deviation from linearity is more 

present at -2000 Oe in SI Fig.S11(a). Then, the noise visible in the linear part of the conductance, above 

50 mV and below 50 mV should indicate the presence of two or more states close in energy which 

would result in several interfering nanotransport paths. An asymmetry is also observed in this figure: at 

negative bias the conductance is higher than at positive bias, in particular in the AP state which suggests 

that a structural asymmetry renders the electrodes nonequivalent. The drop in the junction resistance 

with increasing bias voltage is greater for antiparallel alignment of the magnetic electrodes than for 

parallel alignment which has been accounted for by spin excitations localized at the interfaces between 

the electrodes and the tunnel barrier [3]. 
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Of the 58 devices which have been tested, four other junctions displayed memristive behaviors, similar 

to G10 and C5, containing branch jumps and conductance peaks (see Figure SI Fig.S11(c)) which suggests 

the potential reproducibility of this phenomenon. Five other junctions also presented non-linear 

intensity-potential characteristics (see SI Fig.S11(b)) translating into sharp conductance peaks, but 

without branch jumps, looking more like standard MgO junctions without Carbon inside, but with a 

lower magnetoresistance.  

 

Note 7: Memristance and temperature dependance 

 

Suppl. Fig. S12: Temperature dependance of the memristive behavior. (a) Color plot of the current as a 

function of the temperature and applied bias for junction G10. (b) Intensity-Voltage characteristic of 

junction G10 recorded at five different temperatures. Inset: occupation probability of the low (in red) and 

high (in black) absolute intensity branches as a function of temperature. 
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Note 8: Magnetoresistance 

Suppl. Fig. S13: Magnetoresistance. (a) Plot of the tunnel magnetoresistance as a function of the bias 

calculated from the intensity-voltage characteristic in the P and AP states of junction G10. The blue 

crosses represent points that have been confirmed by I(H) experiments. The TMR enhancement due to 

the different memristive Coulomb blockade peaks can be observed. (b) Relative intensity compared to 

the P state as a function of the external field for different applied bias obtained from junction G10. 
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